[Psychosis: Cognitive Behavioral Treatment Strategies].
Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is an established treatment for the patients with psychosis including schizophrenia. The evidence for the efficacy of CBT is proved by randomized clinical trials and meta-analyses. Evidence-based treatment guidelines recommend CBT for routine treatment. The aim of this paper is to give a short practical guideline for different cognitive behavioral treatment strategies. Cognitive Behavior Therapy for psychosis (CBTp) is an adaptation of general principles of CBT modified for patients with psychotic disorders. Basis of CBT are cognitive models of symptoms to identify treatment targets. The major goal is to foster every-day functioning by realizing a self-management approach. A caring, genuine and real-life oriented therapeutic attitude can help to establish a therapeutic alliance. An individualized functional analysis should be the core for every intervention. Basic strategies like psychoeducation and crisis plans are briefly described. Relatives and close friends of patients should be involved in order to improve crisis management and problem solving. Behavioral and cognitive treatment strategies for delusions, hallucinations and negative symptoms are outlined. Metacognitive treatment as well as social competence training is presented.